Thank you for your interest in hosting a Theater Salon.
Theater Salons are intimate gatherings. The minimum amount of people is 15 and the maximum is 30.
As the Host/Hostess you are not included in the minimum as your attendance is
complimentary, and includes all the added value items.
The investment for the event is $50 per person.
This includes a 90-minute performance of A Cabaret of Consciousness and a 45-minute conversation on
The Guiding Practices of Consciousness.
Following the conversation is 60 minutes of Community and Connect which allows the group time to connect
and have one on one conversation with each other, I will be available as well.
This time includes a pot luck.
In the spirt of the theme of the event I will provide the recipes which will be significant to the material in the
show. This gives the participants a way to share with each other, and are asked to put
intentions of joy and wellbeing into the food that is shared.
Each participant also receives a download of the soundtrack, a PDF of
The Guiding Practices of Consciousness and a 15% discount on a Reading with Gina.
http://www.acabaretofconsciousness.com/readings-for-transformation/
I provide, the show, conversation, sound, staging, soundtrack download, PDF, and recipes.
Typically, these are in the home of the Host/Hostess but can also be for retreats, and other more intimate
events. If your home is not large enough I will assist you in finding a location.
If you already have a venue that is great.
The location investment will be added to the overall price if I book and take care of the venue for you.
If you have one, make sure it is paid for ahead of time.
The reason I use the word investment is because these events are truly investments into
yourself, your community, and the world!
503-380-7273
For any questions please contact me at info@AlchemyVIIEnterprises.com

Travel may be extra pending on the distance, and situation.

